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‘Enthusiastic, pleasingly madcap’ GeographicalAdventure – something that’s new and

exhilarating, outside your comfort zone. Adventures change you and how you see the world,

and all you need is an open mind, bags of enthusiasm and boundless curiosity.Recommended

for viewing on a colour tablet.So what’s a microadventure? It’s close to home, cheap, simple,

short and 100% guaranteed to refresh your life. A microadventure takes the spirit of a big

adventure and squeezes it into a day or even a few hours.The point of a microadventure is that

you don’t need lots of time and money to meet a new challenge. This practical guide is filled

with ideas for microadventures – for you to experience on your own or with friends and family –

and over 150 stunning photographs, plus tips and advice on safety and kit.Whether it’s

sleeping on a hilltop or going for a wild swim, cycling a lap of the Isle of Wight or walking home

for Christmas, it’s time you discovered something new about yourself and the world outside

your window. Adventure is everywhere, every day and it is up to us to find it.
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lifetime ago, I left home to spend a year in Africa. That was it. I was hooked. Adventure! Since

then I have spent years on the open road, chasing the spirit of adventure across the planet. I’ve

visited almost half the countries on Earth and still itch to explore all those that remain

undiscovered to me. I have rowed and sailed across oceans, walked across deserts and cycled

across continents. I do it because it is fun. I do it because it is miserable and difficult but also

because it is easier in many ways than the complicated confusion and stress and hassle of

modern life. I do it because I love the wild, silent beauty of the empty places on our planet. And

I do it because I love the teeming, vibrant fullness of our planet and the surprising, memorable

interactions with the random selection of seven billion souls I bump into along the way.My

adventures have taught me so much about the world and about myself. They have given me

more focus, purpose and perspective than I used to have. I have spent the last decade or so

writing books and blogs and giving talks about my adventures. I am very fortunate that my

passion and hobby has become my job. I’ve spent years paying my bills and taxes (did I

mention the stress and hassle of modern life?) through my adventures.So I felt a fair degree of

hesitation when I decided to dedicate a year to exploring my own not-very-wild country. I was

not going to embark on the sort of big, exciting adventures that are the traditional fare of career

adventurers. I was going small. Really small. Tiny adventures. Smaller even than that, perhaps

– I was going in search of microadventures close to home.What made me decide to do this? I

am aware that most people do not have the time or the money to live as adventurously as they

might like. But over the last few years I have felt increasingly that these need not be limiting

factors. And the benefits and enjoyment I derive from adventure felt too important to me to not

try to share with as many people as possible.Over time a couple of things have become clear

to me, through emails on my blog and chatting to people at talks I give. Firstly, almost everyone

loves vicarious adventure. The terrifying ranks of the North Yorkshire Women’s Institute enjoy

hearing about far-off lands and the call of the wild just as much as a Gore-Tex-clad audience at

the Kendal Mountain Film Festival or Royal Geographical Society.The second thing I learned

was that giving talks, having a website and printing cheap business cards describing myself as

an ‘Adventurer’ somehow set me apart from the people who heard me speak or stumbled

across my blog. Time after time I heard variations of this refrain: ‘You are an Adventurer. I am a

Normal Person.’That is total rubbish. I am an Adventurer, but I am also a Normal Person. The

only difference between me and other people is that I’ve managed to cobble together the time,

the money, the kit and the fitness necessary to do various big expeditions. I am not stronger or

more heroic than Normal People. Absolutely not.Most people enjoy adventure and would love

to have more of it in their lives, but most people don’t have the time to cycle round the world.

But adventure should not only be for ‘Adventurers’. So I realised that what I wanted to do was

to break down the barriers to adventure. And thus the microadventure was born.I will define

what I feel a microadventure is shortly but, first of all, I should define adventure. It’s important

to do it this way round because it is vital not to consider a microadventure as a diluted, inferior

version of an adventure. It is not. A microadventure is an adventure.Adventure is a loose word

that means different things to different people. It is a state of mind, a spirit of trying something

new and leaving your comfort zone. Adventure is about enthusiasm, ambition, open-

mindedness and curiosity.If this is true, then ‘adventure’ is not only crossing deserts and



climbing mountains; adventure can be found everywhere, every day, and it is up to us to seek it

out.You probably can’t go on huge adventures all the time (we all have to pragmatically juggle

the commitments and constraints of our ‘real lives’), but you can have a microadventure.

Because you do not need to fly to the other side of the planet to find wilderness and beauty.

Adventure is stretching yourself, mentally, physically or culturally. It is about doing something

you do not normally do, pushing yourself hard and doing it to the best of your ability. You do not

need to be an elite athlete, expertly trained, or rich to have an adventure.So a microadventure

is an adventure that is close to home: cheap, simple, short, and yet very effective. It still

captures the essence of big adventures, the challenge, the fun, the escapism, the learning

experiences and the excitement. All these things remain.A microadventure has the spirit (and

therefore the benefits) of a big adventure; it’s just all condensed into a weekend away, or even

a midweek escape from the office. Even people living in big cities are not very far away from

small pockets of wilderness.Adventure is all around us, at all times, even during hard financial

times such as these; times when getting out into the wild is more invigorating and important

than ever.‘So a microadventure is an adventure that is close to home: cheap, simple, short, and

yet very effective. It still captures the essence of big adventures, the challenge, the fun, the

escapism, the learning experiences and the excitement.’This is a book about adventure:

adventure that is accessible to everyone. There are adventures in this book that you can

attempt even if you are really busy or have never climbed a mountain. There are adventures in

wild places that you can tackle whether you are a young child or a disabled adult.Maybe you

live in a big city or feel that Britain is boring and crowded, or that adventure exists only in the

Yukon or Patagonia. Perhaps you enjoyed camping as a child but have now grown up, got

yourself a mortgage and a lawnmower. This book hopes to grab you, politely but firmly, and

shake you to go and rediscover the rivers and sunsets you used to enjoy. It’s a book that gives

you permission to regain a childlike enjoyment of wild places.This is a book for everyone who

would love to cycle off into the sunset or head out to sea and just keep going but who, for now

at least, cannot do this.It’s for aspiring adventurers who are looking for the confidence to kick

on to bigger projects, as well as for seasoned adventurers wanting to learn more about their

local area or scratch the itch of adventure in between big trips. It’s for people with real jobs and

real lives, with a couple of kids and a cat to feed. It’s for people who love reading about

adventure, who yearn for adventure, but who think that they are too busy, too old, too fat or too

urbanised to be able to get out there and do it.It’s a book for dads and lads, mums and sisters,

for families looking to begin adventuring together. It’s for husbands or wives who still have a

lurking primal urge to escape and climb a mountain, build a fire and be a bit daft, if only for an

occasional night away from domestic duty.‘If you are reading this and looking longingly out of

the window at a distant hill, then this book is for you, whoever you are and wherever in the

world you might be.’The adventures in this book take place in Britain, but the ideas and the

spirit are transferable. For that matter, the book is somewhat London-centric, for the simple

reason that this is the part of Britain I live in at the moment. That doesn’t matter either; most of

the adventures in this book are deliberately designed to be done anywhere. So if you are

reading this and looking longingly out of the window at a distant hill, then this book is for you,

whoever you are and wherever in the world you might be.It’s a book about removing barriers,

both real and perceived, and busting excuses – both the valid ones and those that are self-

defeating and lazy. It’s about stopping yourself feeling overwhelmed by the enormity of a long-

term goal and instead taking the first tiny step on that journey. It’s a book about getting started.

Though the book is specifically about microadventures, I hope the concept and the essence

will be transferable to whatever it is that you would like to tackle more adventurously.Britain’s



landscape has been moulded by millennia of man’s activities that have destroyed or changed

our original wilderness forever. In these more enlightened times, increasing numbers of people

are passionate about protecting, preserving and restoring our wild places, but the forests that

once covered our land are gone. Thousands of rivers have been dammed or diverted or buried.

But although this book will, I hope, encourage people to care more viscerally about the

countryside that remains, it is not a book about despair. The fox cubs I saw playing one

morning on a quiet, bramble-choked section of what was once Britain’s busiest Roman road

are a reminder of nature’s resilience and versatility. Spend some time concentrating quietly in a

garden or park and you will hear wild birds belting out their songs, just as they have always

done. And although, snug in your sleeping bag on a frosty night, the valley below may be bright

with street lights and roads, the wind is as raw and fresh as ever, and a night beneath the stars

remains magical and precious.These pages do not contain a list of the most epic adventures in

Britain: there is no Grade E11 rock climb or Grade 5 white water. There is not even a Saturday

night out on Glasgow’s Sauchiehall Street. It doesn’t claim to cover Britain’s ‘Xtreme

Adventures’, ‘Most Awesome Wild Places’ or anything like that. It’s more gentle and generic.

Those books certainly have their place, but you should not need to live in a beautiful

wilderness to have adventures. My microadventures take place in normal places for Normal

People. And I hope that is the greatest, most awesome aspect of this book.Most of the

microadventures in this book revolve around wild camping – sleeping outdoors, but not in

official campsites. I’ve spent well over a thousand nights sleeping outdoors. Probably only

about ten of those have been in a ‘proper’ campsite.I have slept on top of England’s highest

mountain on New Year’s Eve and on the northern tip of Britain in midsummer week. I’ve slept

on hilltops, seashores, riverbanks, even on a swimming platform out at sea as well as in

sewage pipes (clean ones) on three continents!So I know how easy, fun, rewarding and

invigorating sleeping wild can be, but I also understand how someone who has never done it

might think otherwise. I hope that this book will encourage people to try new ideas, including

wild camping. So, at the end of the microadventures are ‘How To’ chapters to make things

easier for you to begin, and to answer a few common worries.There are so many adventures

out there close to your home. All you have to do is make them happen.Here is how to get the

most out of the book, whether you are applying it to adventures or something else entirely:1.

Think Big. Allow your mind to wander and your imagination to get carried away.2. Think Small.

What’s the first tiny little step you need to take in order to get going?3. Start Small.4. But do

Start!I sincerely hope that this book will encourage participation and collaboration and sharing.

If you do nothing more than flick through the pretty pictures on the loo, then I have failed. Even

if you read the entire book and enjoy it, but then just put it down and get on with something

else, then I have failed.My aim for this book is to give enough anecdotes to sow some ideas of

your own, and enough basic information to get you started. And then I want you to actually get

out there! I want people who read this book, even if they have never slept on a hill before

(perhaps especially those people) to actually give a microadventure a go, even if only once.My

website – – has additional videos and photographs from many of the microadventures featured

in the book. The introductory notes at the beginning of a chapter detail if I made a film on that

microadventure.Go on a microadventure by yourself or with friends. Do it with your parents or

children or colleagues from the office. Seek out short, interesting, rewarding adventures right

on your doorstep. And once you have done your microadventure, please share your story

online. Stick it on Twitter or Facebook or Pinterest or YouTube or Instagram. Tag it with

#microadventure so that everyone who reads this book can see what you got up to. I believe

that this is the best way to break down the barriers that stop ‘Normal People’ having



adventures. It will show that Normal People like you, like me, are finding brilliant adventure

close to home.‘Go on a microadventure by yourself or with friends. Do it with your parents or

children or colleagues from the office. Seek out short, interesting, rewarding adventures right

on your doorstep.’If you are too busy, too stressed, too broke, too tired or too unfit for an

adventure, then you definitely would benefit from a microadventure.Climb a hill, jump in a river,

sleep under the stars. Try it. What’s the worst that could happen?Microadventure: a refresh

button for busy lives. #microadventure THE ‘ONE DAY’ ADVENTURE‘One day I’d like to do a

big adventure.’ I hear this all the time: at parties, at events I speak at, by email from strangers.

‘But I don’t have the time / money / fitness / shiny kit.’The excuses vary occasionally, but the

essence remains the same: ‘One day I want adventure in my life, but, unfortunately, it can’t be

right now’.Waiting for all your stars to align is a guaranteed way to ensure that the adventure

you crave will never happen. Waiting until you somehow, suddenly and simultaneously, have

both loads of money and plenty of time is daft (if you’ll excuse me being a bit direct before we

have got to know one another properly).One day? What rubbish!If this applies to you, listen!

You do not need a winning lottery ticket to have an adventure. What you need is a polite kick up

the backside! A push. I want this book to give you the tiny bit of momentum needed to get

started. This is a book for people who want adventure in their life but find that real life has got

in the way.‘One day’ is just an excuse. It’s lazy, self-deluding and – worst of all – completely

unnecessary. So if you are procrastinating and dithering about committing to adventure, why

don’t you begin with a one day adventure, something so tiny that it can barely be called an

adventure? Let’s call it a ‘microadventure’. Now go and do it as soon as you can, not ‘one

day’… Tomorrow would be a good time to start. Or this weekend at the very latest. Start small.

But do start.The concept is simple: Pick up your wallet. You’re ready. Open the door. Step out…

and begin. (This sentence, by the way, is the hardest thing you will read in this entire book.)

Then jump on a train. I’d suggest doing this microadventure by bike, because you can explore

so much more new ground that way, but going by foot is a simple alternative. Hell, take a canoe

if you like.Anyway, choose a station, almost at random, that’s about 30 miles away from your

home. Buy a one-way ticket. I say 30 miles because it’s a distance long enough to be

challenging on a bike, but achievable in one day, even if you are pretty unfit. (If you’re on foot or

if you can’t manage 30 miles then do a shorter trip. But don’t just duck out and do no trip! This

approach applies throughout this book: if something I suggest is too difficult, do an easier

version. If something is too easy, make it harder. Mould it and adapt it to your own situation.

Just make sure you do something.)When you arrive at your destination, hop on your bike and

cycle home. Travelling 30 miles away from your home should guarantee that you’ll begin the

adventure in lovely countryside. I suggest you navigate homewards using a compass (see here

for instructions), or the Crowsflight app on your smartphone, rather than a map. A compass (or

the app) won’t tell you what route to take, it will only point you in the right direction. The twists

and turns and decisions that crop up along the way are therefore down to your instinct and

serendipity. It becomes far more of a journey into the unknown than merely following the clearly

prescribed route back home that a map would give you. If that feels a bit daunting, by all

means use a map or even a Sat Nav. Don’t let any of the ideas in this book put you off. Just

modify them to what appeals to you.I once spent four years cycling back home. Within the

single day ahead of you will lie most of the challenges, hurdles and rewards of a multi-year ride

– although maybe fewer bears. But I mean this seriously. You will have to navigate your way,

you’ll become wildly hungry and relish the joy of stopping at a cafe and eating cake, guilt-free.

You will see things you have never seen before. If you travel slowly and with a smile on your

face then you will meet different people, have interesting conversations and learn something



new about the world and about yourself.When you eventually make it back to your front door

you will be tired, aching and hungry. But you will have had an unusual and rewarding day and –

I sincerely hope – you will have realised that you are capable of more and are thus eager for

more.You have opened the door to adventure.Let us know how you get on: share your

experiences online using the hashtag #microadventureOTHER IDEAS TO GET YOU OUT OF

THE FRONT DOOR Cycle to the biggest cathedral or sports stadium in your county, or the

newest restaurant or the oldest museum. Ride to a friend’s house and arrive unannounced for

lunch. Cycle a marathon in world-record running pace. At the time of writing that means 2

hours 3 minutes for the boys, 2 hours 15 for the girls. Make a pilgrimage to perhaps the oldest

tree in Scotland (The 2,000-year-old Fortingall Yew), Wales (The Llangernyw Yew) or England

(The Ankerwycke Yew). Or search online for a list of ‘Britain’s 50 greatest trees’ and pick the

one you’d like to hug. In London, cycle from King Henry’s Mound in Richmond Park to St Paul’s

Cathedral. At King Henry’s Mound there is a perfect, uninterrupted view – created in 1710 –

through a gap in the trees and all the way across the city to St Paul’s Cathedral. It is a view that

is protected by law. Protecting magnificent views is proof that the law is not, always, an ass.

Build up to a Century: cycle as far as is comfortable for you in a day. Build this up, a few miles

each week, with the aim of completing a Century: a 100-mile bike ride in a day. If you build up

gradually this is an achievable, though impressive, goal. Enter an organised mass ride such as

the London to Brighton Bike Ride, Dunwich Dynamo, Lord of the Lochs Sportive, Exmouth

Exodus, Hell of the Ashdown, Skylark Sportive in Yorkshire, Birmingham to Oxford or an Audax

event. Search online for more information.GEOCACHINGGeocaching is an enjoyable way of

enticing yourself to get out into the countryside and go to places you have never been. Using a

GPS, you search for small boxes hidden at thousands of specific map coordinates across the

country. The box will contain a logbook for you to sign and sometimes trinkets for you to swap

with the next person to come along. It’s a really good way of making a ramble in the

countryside more exciting for children. If you search online for geocaching you will find the

coordinates for over a million geocaches, hidden all over the world. If you think it’s easy, try

getting to the geocache that is stored on the International Space Station… UNDER A

HARVEST MOONIf you want to start incorporating microadventures into your life, the most

important thing to do is change your perspective. Begin seeking out wildness and adventure

close to home, in seemingly familiar and humdrum places. The more you look, the more you

will find. One way to help this mind shift is by going somewhere you know very well, but at

night.The world becomes a very different place after dark, and even the most gentle of

landscapes can feel like a place where the wild things are. Different senses come to the fore,

and your imagination can run wild.A full moon casts enough light to walk by and ‘when the soft

silver drips shimmering’ it is a beautiful time to explore. It is sad how much we tend to lose

touch with the natural world, particularly if we live in towns and never experience proper

darkness. This is why I appreciate dates like the solstices, the equinoxes and the monthly full

moon, which prod me to pay more attention to the ebb and flow of the seasons happening out

there, out beyond the tepid glow of the TV screen and the orange street lamps.I set out one

evening to explore close to my home by the light of the harvest moon. The harvest moon is the

full moon that appears closest to the autumn equinox in September. It is my second-favourite

full moon. Yes, I really did just write that sentence. My favourite full moon is a supermoon (see

here), which appears to be extra large as it is closer to the earth than all other full moons. (I

love a blue moon, too, but they’re pretty rare. They only appear once in a, once in a… I’m lost

for a suitable idiom…)All full moons rise around sunset, but only at harvest time does this

continue for several days afterwards. Normally the moon is only helpful to evening hikers in the



days leading up to the full moon, for in the days afterwards it rises too late to be useful. The

reasons for this require too much intellect for this book to explain. Suffice to say this: it’s nice to

be out on the nights around the harvest full moon. You’ll be able to watch the moon rise. It is

eye-catching and impressive when it is close to the horizon.You don’t need to be ambitious

when heading out after dark. In fact, the simpler you keep the plan, the more likely you are to

actually do it. I settled on an extremely easy plan. I would follow a railway line out of town and

use it to guide me as I weaved my way across the countryside, and then I’d catch a late train

home from a village station when I’d had enough.I wanted to begin in a town to experience just

how different the open countryside feels at night – street lights suck the night and all its raw

beauty from the world. But even in the town I felt myself paying more attention to the world than

I do during the day. I was walking east, in the direction of the rising moon; I could see its glow

on the horizon, silhouetting the rooftops and chimneys as it crept up into the sky.Other senses

come to the fore after dark. I felt the warmth radiating from the engine of a recently parked car.

A man passed, walking a dog, and I caught the scent of his shampoo. I turned onto a quiet and

deserted residential street, on which I heard the low hum of the distant motorway. A train

rushed past. I stopped to listen to its receding sound and then followed along in its wake.I was

taking photographs as I went. This dramatically slowed my progress. Photography at night

takes a long time because you have to use a tripod and a long exposure. Whenever I decided

to take a picture I had to frame it, manually focus and then stand around for 30 seconds waiting

for the exposure to finish. But I enjoyed the way this forced me to be still and observe the world

around me more carefully.A woman outside a pub stood and watched me framing a shot. I

didn’t notice her until she called out, quietly, ‘happy photography!’ She had left her friends

inside, stepped out for a cigarette, and was enjoying the moon like me. I smiled back, ‘happy

smoking!’The darkness at the edge of town was distinct. The houses and the street lights

ended and in front of me was the abrupt blackness of an empty field. It didn’t feel too much of a

stretch to describe it as ‘the wild’. Clouds drifted swiftly across the fat round moon, by now

about a hand’s breadth above the horizon. A hand’s breadth meant I’d been walking for an hour

since moonrise (see here for an explanation of this).I stepped into the field, crossing the

boundary into a different world. I didn’t use a torch; the point of this walk was to enjoy the

moonlight and embrace the differences and the uncertainties of the night. I didn’t want to

artificially beam a thin shaft of weak light across my adventure. It took some moments to adjust

to the darkness and the stillness, but as I walked along the margins of the ploughed field my

eyes began to adjust. Planes circled in the sky, sweeping slowly across the constellations. The

sky was much lighter than the land, and the trees at the edge of my field jutted, black, up into

the rusty suburban sky. If I stood still and stared at the moon for long enough I could actually

see it moving, creeping higher across the sky. I heard insects chirping in the verges and I

caught a glimpse of a rabbit sprinting by. But what surprised me was that I also heard the

rabbit’s rapid footsteps. I have never heard a rabbit before.Field after field I enjoyed the

darkness more and more. I felt adrift on a dark sea of tranquillity. It was a perfect antidote to my

desk-bound day, rinsing through the tangled irritations in my mind. The evening was warm and

breezy and I relished strolling down the footpaths through the fields, crossing occasional roads

and walking, unseen, past homes and farms.I had earmarked a railway station about 20 miles

away from which I would catch the last train home, but I had been moving so slowly that I was

never going to get that far before it departed. So when I reached the next station I decided to

call it a night and head home. I was amazed at how quick the return train journey was – I had

walked such a tiny distance. But it had been an extremely relaxing, enlightening way of getting

a new perspective on a landscape whose blandness and over-familiarity often bores me. I



promised myself that I would repeat this full moon experience more often.OTHER IDEAS LIKE

THISThis microadventure is about looking at familiar places in a fresh way. You could, for

example, cycle a different route to work or devise a ‘Big Five safari challenge’ in your own town.

In London that might be something like this: Mammal: Spot a deer in Greenwich or Richmond

Park (or perhaps a Blue Whale in the Natural History Museum?) Bird: Look up for a peregrine

falcon in Battersea, parakeets in Peckham, or perhaps the ostrich in London Zoo? Tree: The

Berkeley Plane is known as ‘Britain’s most expensive tree’. Butterfly: Keep on red alert for a

Red Admiral. Try and spot a Large Blue butterfly too. Hint for identification: it’s blue, and large…

(Not really, it’s actually pretty tiny and very rare.) Reptile: There are poisonous snakes even in

London: head for Hounslow Heath for a chance to spot an adder. WALKING HOME FOR

CHRISTMAS’Twas the week before Christmas, and all through the land, the roads were busy

with people on their way to spend time with their families…It’s a lovely time of year for most,

and one in which the nation is at its most cheerful and friendly. So instead of pushing my warm

glow of festive goodwill to breaking point by sitting in a massive traffic jam, I decided to walk

home for Christmas.I was going to spend Christmas in Kent. I lived in a flat in London. The

journey to Kent was one I made regularly. It was neither a long nor scenic journey, but I hoped

that walking the route, rather than driving or taking the train as I normally did, would turn it into

an interesting little challenge. The additional bonus would be arriving with some new memories

and a suitably Christmas-sized appetite.‘Instead of pushing my warm glow of festive goodwill to

breaking point by sitting in a massive traffic jam, I decided to walk home for Christmas.’I didn’t

want to trudge through the miles without paying attention to where I was – this walk wasn’t just

about getting to the end. So I challenged myself to tell the story of the walk as I went. I would

use my phone to post regular snippets on Twitter as I walked. I didn’t know whether anyone

else would be interested in following my progress across east London, but it certainly added to

my own experience of the adventure.# Heading out my front door. I’m walking home for Xmas.#

The first grey of dawn. Walking past MI6 at Vauxhall.# Commuters whizz past on bikes. Hmm…

Perhaps I should have ridden?# Big Ben peals 8am. London’s streets are quiet this morning.#

Trumpet rendition of ‘O Come, All Ye Faithful’ drifts across the Thames.# Less than 2hrs have

gone by and I stop for coffee. I am neither as tough nor as tight as I used to be!# At Tower

Bridge now. Ticking off the icons.# Grey sky, grey earth: east London is depressing today.#

Reached Canary Wharf, the former hub of smug.# Not much Xmas cheer in Lewisham…# …

stare at the geezers to show them you’re not lightweight.# A woman drags a dog down the

street as it tries to crap.# Into the eastern hemisphere at Greenwich.# Eating a mince pie and

walking through Greenwich Park. Trees and green spaces are good for the soul on this walk.#

On Blackheath Common where the London Marathon begins. Used to be v dangerous –

highwaymen!# Is there a McD’s on the A207 east of Blackheath?! Hungry…# On the ‘Green

Chain Walk’ now. A blessing to be off-road.‘It was neither a long nor scenic journey, but I hoped

that walking the route ... would turn it into an interesting little challenge.’# A long haul up

Shooters Hill. Hoping it’s all downhill from here.# Big long downhill – my kingdom for a bicycle!#

5hrs’ walk from my flat I see the first sheep and field. Goodbye London!# Walking down an old

Roman road on my way home for Xmas.# Food! I’m lovin’ it!# Just waved at 2 grannies. Big

grins. Think they fancy me…# Passed a pub that’s having a ‘meat raffle’ tonight.# Approaching

Dartford. Light seeping from an already pallid day. Only about 2 more hours to go.# Firemen

collecting cash for a kids’ charity. First festive thing I’ve seen since leaving London.# I wish I

had counted all the fast-food joints on this walk. No wonder the UK is fat.# 7.5 hrs’ walk from

London and I cross the jammed M25.# Bluewater, a Mecca of seasonal materialism.# Made it!

9.5 hrs’ walk from London to Kent. Time to relax now!OTHER IDEAS LIKE THIS Run home



from a party. When I was training for a marathon I used to run home from all my evenings out. I

loved running through the streets of London after a night out or dinner at a friend’s house. At

times I was a little too full or tipsy for optimum athletic endeavour, but I always enjoyed the

adventure of seeing my city in a different way and discovering new parts of it. Visit your

parents’ birthplaces (here). Take a journey around your home (here). Shake up your commute

(here). Cycle all the streets from the Monopoly board or from the first street to the last street in

your town’s A–Z. USE YOUR WEEKENDIf you add up all your weekends, statutory leave and

Bank Holidays, you’ll discover you have about 130 free days each year. And that’s without the

occasional ‘sick’ day on sunny days or Test Match days. That’s a long time. You could row

across the Indian Ocean in 130 days, or cycle to Africa. The trouble, of course, is the

fragmented nature of these 130 days, so the adventurous soul with a proper job has to be

determined to make the most of their weekends rather than frittering them away at IKEA or

watching The X Factor.Annoyingly, I live about as far from proper wilderness as is possible in

Britain. And yet by lunchtime on Saturday I can still be high on a Welsh hillside, breathing in

fresh air, looking down over the sunlit Bristol Channel, and about to scare myself silly on a

downhill mountain bike trail.Here is the secret: get up early. Get up early and you’ll have time to

get up high. Not stupid early, if you can’t bear that, but for every sacrificed hour of sleep you

receive, in exchange, one glorious hour somewhere beautiful. It’s a fair swap. So, rise early.

Embrace the darkness. Eat breakfast. Don’t faff. And go.Before lamenting a weekend as being

too short and the hills too far away, bear in mind this tale. In the 1980s a mountaineering club

in London mastered the art of filling their weekends. Leaving work at 5pm on Friday they would

drive through the night to Scotland, arriving in the Highlands by dawn. They would climb

mountains right through the weekend, then drive back overnight on Sunday in time for work – a

round trip of 1,300 miles. You can do a lot in a weekend.There were three of us; we had been

friends since school. The bikes were on the roof. The car was filled with childish laughter and

old jokes. We left London, dashed down the M4, and by late morning we were cycling up a

muddy track in the Afan Forest Park. It felt a million miles away from London. We got wet and

muddy, hungry and cold. We cycled and laughed all afternoon. It was brilliant.‘For every

sacrificed hour of sleep you receive, in exchange, one glorious hour somewhere beautiful. It’s a

fair swap. So, rise early. Embrace the darkness. Eat breakfast. Don’t faff. And go.’And that’s

about it. There’s not much more to say. It certainly wasn’t very tough or impressive (all three of

us wimped out of the scariest runs), and we weren’t even camping. But that wasn’t the point of

this weekend. It was a weekend about breaking boring routines, trying something new, going

somewhere different and getting out of a rut.So if you think camping would be a barrier to

doing that, then skip that bit. Stay in a B&B. Go to a pub. Do whatever you need to do just to

kick-start new ideas and begin new habits.Don’t make the mistake of thinking that because you

only have the weekends free you can’t do anything different or interesting or adventurous. Use

whatever time you have available, whatever gear and money and skills you have, to squeeze in

something new. The big adventures can come later. Start small – and start this weekend. Make

stuff happen.OTHER IDEAS LIKE THIS There are many different ways of enjoying the

countryside by bike. The purpose-built trails at a mountain bike trail centre are a good way to

test yourself and improve your skills. Search online for a local one. Some excellent trails are at

Coed y Brenin, Glentress, Cannock Chase and Dalby Forest. Coasteering is an exciting,

challenging and fun way of exploring the rocky coastline of Britain. Search online for a

company certified by the British Coasteering Federation to go with. Enter a weekend team

challenge event for charity such as the Trailwalker. Find a taster weekend course in something

you’ve never done before. Search online and you can find all sorts of weekends away, from



climbing, kayaking or sailing, to photography, bird watching or mushroom foraging. These make

excellent presents too. Ride the Tour de Yorkshire (here). Explore the Isle of Wight (here). Once

you get into the habit of cramming your weekends full of adventure you can begin to get more

audacious: Mont Blanc in a weekend, anyone? STEP OUT OF YOUR FRONT DOORI was

busy. Too busy to head off on adventures. (The irony of being too busy writing a book about

microadventures to be able to go on a microadventure was not lost on me.)The hours and days

behind the computer had begun to mount up and blur forgettably together. Meanwhile, outside,

spring was galloping towards summer. The weather had been terrible. The world was drab and

mute beneath a damp grey blanket of cloud. It had been like this for as long as I could

remember.But at times like these, if you look – really look – you can always notice things that

are changing out there. The swallows were returning from Africa. The trees were slowly but

inexorably filling with leaves. Everything was anticipating summer. I should have been doing the

same…Yesterday evening was calm and dry. I noticed this only because I noticed the absence

of rain and wind. I had worked at my desk until the day was gone and the sky was dark against

my window. I stopped only because it was time to sleep. In the morning I would return to my

computer and write all day again. I got ready for bed (pyjamas, teddy, bed pan…). I did this

every day. But suddenly I decided to do something different, to escape, if only briefly, from my

boring hamster wheel.So I fetched my sleeping bag and a head torch, grabbed a pillow and a

book, and walked into the garden to sleep outside. I felt a little silly, climbing into an expedition-

quality sleeping bag then lying down on my lawn. I spend a lot of nights in that bag, but not

usually with a soft pillow in a garden. You could use your duvet if you prefer.Yet the novelty

alone was refreshing and amusing. I tried to read my book but the night was full of distractions.

It was noisier than I expected, even without hearing a nightingale or an owl. A gentle breeze

rustled through the tree above me. I counted stars and satellites. I savoured knowing that if it

rained I could just scamper indoors to my bed rather than enduring a wet night.I woke as the

sun rose and grinned as I realised that I had slept in my garden. I hadn’t done that since I was

a little boy. I felt more relaxed and cheerful than I normally do first thing in the morning, so I lay

for a few minutes just absorbing the sights and sounds of springtime. Then, grateful for sunlight

on the garden, I stood up, bundled my things in my arms, and walked inside for

breakfast.OTHER IDEAS LIKE THIS One weekend morning, have your breakfast outdoors.

Take a camping stove to the woods or park and enjoy bacon sandwiches and a cup of al fresco

coffee. Eat your dinner in the garden, even on a cold winter night. Wrap up warm and enjoy the

experience for how different it is. Instead of your usual morning run followed by a shower, try

running to your local river for an early morning swim. Exercise in the park instead of the gym:

mixing press-ups, burpees and the ‘plank’ with fartlekking or hill reps is a fantastic workout.

Download the audio track for the dreaded ‘beep test’ onto your MP3 player for a short, painful

outdoor workout that will look very strange to onlookers. If, like me, you live in a part of the UK

blighted with night-time light pollution (in other words, a town or a city), then head for a Dark

Sky area to reacquaint yourself with how impressive a dark sky filled with stars is. Search

online for Dark Sky maps and organisations. If you’ve got a hammock and know how to tie

yourself safely to a tree, then sleeping up a tree is a lot of fun. A 5-TO-9 ADVENTUREMany

adventurous alter egos are restricted by 9-to-5 jobs. But what about the 5-to-9? What about

those 16 glorious hours of freedom between leaving work in the evening and returning the next

day?It’s interesting to imagine our usual 24 hours from a different perspective. We tend to

perceive the main part of our day to be the 9-to-5 and then just pad out the other waking hours.

But how about, just once, flipping this idea on its head? Get the 9-to-5 out of the way and then

cram the rest with as much activity as possible. This book is about making the most of all your



free time. I know life is more complicated than this – that you may work longer hours, have

evening commitments and so on – but please at least consider it theoretically. What adventure

could you squeeze in between 5pm and 9am, if only just once? Leave a plate of food for the

cat, kids and other half and head for the hills!*I packed a rucksack (see here for a kit list) then

jumped on a train at 5pm, bound for the nearest area of hilly countryside. We think nothing

about taking a train for a day trip somewhere, so why not use it for a night away? Tell

somebody where you are going and when you’ll be back – and then go!As the train gathered

speed, I unfolded my map and made a plan. The train journey took about an hour and a half so

I had plenty of time to scout out a good spot in which to spend the night. (Over time I have

become very blasé about sleeping in the countryside. For your first attempts you might find

here helpful for hatching plans of your own. A bit of advance planning will help decrease the

anxiety you might feel about heading into the unknown until it becomes second nature.)
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Angela R., “you are not what you say you'll do, you are what you do. I loved this book and the

way it changed how I look at "adventure".I've been fortunate to have traveled, backpacked, and

hiked all over the world, all of which were big productions requiring major investments of time,

money, and effort. Mr. Humphrey's lovely book has opened my eyes to the possibilities around

me which, while not requiring the investments of my other adventures, are not diminished. I've

had that same feelings of wonder and discovery on my micro-adventures as on my "macro-

adventures" and it has added greatly to the quality of my life. I'm a working single mother, and

time and money constraints can feel so limiting sometimes; by making the time and effort to fit

wee adventures into my life at regular intervals, I've expanded my life.I highly recommend this

book to everyone, and to those with younger children, I say, take them with you - teach them to

approach the world with excitement and to create the space in their lives for adventure,

discovery and delight.”

Louis Vigo, “Go. Taking microadventures—adventures that last only a few hours to simple

overnight trips close to home, will leave one fulfilled and satisfied. Some of my best days

happen when I do something like this and later in the day to recline in the backyard with a

book. I’ll have to adapt Humphreys ideas to the US, as some are practical only in the UK. I'd

like to find a place where I can hike and wild camp overnight… ones that’s not too far away. I

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/mxLJM/Microadventures-Local-Discoveries-for-Great-Escapes


look forward to taking the 8 week challenge.”

J/S D., “Great book, very nice photos and easy to read. Great book, very nice photos and easy

to read. Broken down into small chapters it gives a good flow into what you can do with limited

time and/or resources. I think the best thing about this book that people often miss is that he

gives you ideas to change your perspective on what's around you. As others stated this book

gives references to his experiences in Great Britain, which is where he resides, so that makes

sense.However you can use the book for your own area and come up with ideas based on his

or your own.Alastair seems to have genuine excitement for the outdoors and adventure be it

small or large. Perspective, Perspective, Perspective.....”

Steven W. Olpin, “This Idea is Life Changing. I keep this book visible on the coffee table. It is

inspirational. The idea that you don't have spend years risking your life to enjoy the outdoors in

a lovely idea. Also you don't have to be the fastest, go the furthest or be the first one to do it to

benefit from your adventures. The idea that with a little clever thinking you can be an

adventurer is lovely. Alastair is ray of sunshine, a positive human that helps nudge you out the

door. I have had many many conversations with people about the ideas in this book. Fun

photos, great ideas, clear writing- that books is not a manual or "how- to" but a "why-do" book,

a spark of inspiration.”

North Carolina Birder, “I loved this book!. I loved it for all the reasons others have: the book is

fun, it's inspiring, it gets my imagination going -- and maybe my courage too. I am edging up to

an microadventure that intimidates me a little -- a solo kayak camping outing. One other thing I

loved is that Humphreys is a terrific writer -- funny (at his own expense), often succinct,

occasionally eloquent. To counter the criticism that this book is all UK-based, it's not the

location of the author's microadventure that is important; it's the idea that each of us can make

our own. So I've got to do my solo trip THIS YEAR!”

David, “I was really happy I heard about Alastair and the concept of microadventures. I fell

across a podcast with an interview with Alastair Humphreys. This was just at a time I was

thinking about going on some "microadventures" (not knowing about the concept), heading out

by myself to camp in the woods. I was really happy I heard about Alastair and the concept of

microadventures. I got some very good information and it opened my eyes to using a bivvy

instead of a tent (this was new to me) and I especially like the concept of packing light. The

book was really inspiring and I have now been out on several occasions both close to were I

live and also closer to my work (which is close to a beautiful national park which I have often

thought about visiting but never gotten around to it) both by foot and with my mountain bike.

With the light packing concepts I can fit everything I need into my new 32 liter backpack. Next

week I am planning on taking some of my colleagues out on a 9-5 microadventure.I really

recommend this book to everyone, it has some great ideas on how to get some adventure into

your everyday life, getting closer to nature even if you live in a big city, even if you don't have

much time or money.”

Jordon Cooper, “Make the most out of your day and get outside and explore.. I bought the book

for my wife who loved it and then found some time to read it myself. The book really reminds

you how much free time you have and what you can do with it. Your life is your own 16 hours

of the day that you not at work and Humphreys gives you some fantastic ideas on how to fill

that time with more adventure and less television.”



Jennifer, “Never too old for Adventures. Bought after a friend recommended it. We are both in

our seventies but have enjoyed a life of camping, mountaineering, trekking, cycling etc. It's a

great read and so interesting to relive past adventures. I dug out some of my old wild camping

equipment, the breathable bivi bag I made about thirty years ago is still good and I am tempted

to try a local overnight sleep. Who knows where this will lead. I hope many younger folk will be

inspired by the book and enjoy their own adventures. Be assured that each adventure will

lodge in the memory bank for future years.”

Mr. W. GIBBY, “Ideas for adventures without the big plans!. As an avid reader of Alistair

Humphreys books - I was looking forward to this. Though I have been fortunate enough to do

multi-day adventures both in the UK and overseas, this was a great idea for a book to focus on

what can we all do closer to home. The writing and vivid photos of the book and the

enthusiasm that comes from Alistair is very addictive. Soon after buying this book I bought a

new bivvy and enjoyed a summers night out high up on the local Malvern Hills and made it

home before breakfast and the rest of the family waking up. Highly recommend for anyone who

is missing a bit of adventure in their life but is unsure how to plug this gap without causing too

much of an impact!”

Mr. N. Curran, “Great adventure book. This is an adventure book for people who work 9 to 5

Monday to Friday. It's a simple idea. Add micro adventures into your life. Like camp on a hill one

day after work and sleep there until morning and go to work the next day. Other ones like biking

holidays. Camping in a cave and lots of other ones. This book is full to the brim of all different

micro adventure ideas and well worth the money if you want to add more adventure into your

lifeAlso check out his youtube channel as well for other ideas. A very underrated youtube

channel in my opinion”

Charlie Brown, “Opens your eyes to what's on your doorstep. Having read previous books by

Alastair Humphreys I knew the quality of the author and to some degree what to expect. This

book is not one to be read cover to cover in one sitting, whilst it obviously can be, I feel the

impact of each suggested adventure would be somewhat diminished if it were to be absorbed

like that. For anyone not familiar with Alastair, the man is one half mild mannered city gent and

one half.. well... ballsy.. for want of a better word. For those who only dream of a life time of

adventure and exploration this book is an insight into what is possible within reach of your

home. Each "microadventure" is detailed over only a page or two, for no other reason than that

is all it takes to get across the required detail to understand the concept by way of an example

that he has done himself. I'll say though if your not the sort of person who would stay outside

without a tent for a night in the middle of no-where, then this might not be the book for you.

Having said that another (and perhaps the exact point the author is making) is that that means

it is exactly the book for you! The concepts and adventures are simple, and although varying

levels of personal resolve and/or bravery maybe required, they are all perfectly accessible and

as Alistair would likely say himself until you've tried any of these things once you don't know

what you are capable of. The publication is of high quality, nicely bound book, quality feel to the

pages, the design of the pages has had some thought to it and the result is aesthetically

pleasing. Having said all that I have removed one star in my rating, as although I have issue

with the ideas suggested within the book, they are great and really open your eye to

opportunities close at hand, it just a shame that so many involve sleeping outside unprotected,

as while this will suit some it's not ideal for others. But in fairness the microadventures are to



be seen as a starting point with which you personalise to suit, so with a little thought most can

be worked around. So dip in and out, read one or two walkthroughs of adventures, with any

luck you'll be inspired. I'm pretty confident that once you've done one idea in person, that

microadventure will lead to the next, and as I'm finding, slowly building ideas for bigger and

more challenging explorations of situations and environments both in and outside of your

comfort zone.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Inspirational - amazing concept to make the most of everyday even when

you have limited time. This book has had such a positive impact on me that I feel compelled to

leave a review. The concept of micro adventures is something I’m kicking myself for not

working out sooner, thankfully this book has done the heavy lifting for me and a few months

since purchasing I’ve been on a number of amazing adventures, even with a couple of young

children to look after (they have even come on some with me) highly recommended if you are

struggling for time and still want an outdoors fix”

The book by Alastair Humphreys has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 562 people have provided

feedback.
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